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Hello,
this document which you have contributes to the atlantis° Initiative.
atlantis° is about fostering change - of helping people to be happier, of wrapping the earth in conscious awareness - for a brighter future.
If you are reading this, then I believe you have something to do with it. I also believe that we are connected, and that we have an "operational
mission" on this planet to fulfil: To support the upgrade of humankind.
atlantis° needs your support: Please go inside yourself and ask how you can help and follow your intuition.
Please feel free to reach out and contact me at any time.
Wishing you an interesting read and lots of flove (of flow, flux of good energy, the flow of love).
Ian Williams

Berlin, 12th September 2022
WhatsApp, Signal, Telegram +4915125529123
Tel. DE: +49 30 2238 1299 | UK: +44 121 400 1170 | US: +1 650 252 1270
Email: ian@atlantis.today
Paypal: https://paypal.me/ianlive
Join: https://atlantis.today/join

1 Introduction
1.1 coWorld
coWorld is a set of services focused on the commons, community, co-creating, collaboration. On building an infrastructure to help humankind
live better.
It is a service provider and contributor to the atlantis° Initiative.

1.2 The Initiative
atlantis° is an initiative to empower humanity, to support its development and enable a different type of growth on this planet. Topics include
shifting awareness, supporting people by their transition from an Ego driven mentality to an intuitive guided mentality , community and
cultural development.

1.3 This document
1.3.1 WHAT IT CONTAINS
This document describes the coWorld coValue - An overview of where value is being brought.

1.3.2 THE WHY
These coValue's are the foundation for coWorld activities.
Bundling them in a separate document allow them to be shared, to be updated and be referenced to.

1.3.3 STATUS
Formally released.

1.3.4 STYLE AND WHO IT IS FOR
The style used in this document is more of a technical, project style.
It is for everybody who has an interest in coWorld or atlantis°.

1.3.5 CHANGES
Changes please to:
Editor team email: docs@coWorld.org

2 Presentation
Diagrams and symbols
Many of the activities within the atlantis° Initiative are interconnected with each other, spreading over organisational and geographical
boundaries. These interrelations can be shown in a diagram in different ways such as a hierarchical structure, as an three dimensional object, or
even as a multi-dimensional cellular structure. Depending on the viewpoint they can change their form and in many cases the diagram is just a
symbolic representation of what is actually there.

Flower of Life
To represent multi-dimensional connectivity and cell structure we use hexagons and the "flower of life" symbol.
The hexagon represents the loose togetherness. Cluster of activities around a topic are shown as circles.

Services
Around the perimeters on some diagrams are symbols with names of service organisations needed to support these clusters. These
organisations may offer services across the world, in multiple languages, with their own products and user community.

ValuRing
Some of the activity clusters have been formed using the valuRing concept, of asking the question: "Where can we bring value?" i.e. in:
a) Assist - Helping somebody or an organisation.
b) Build - Building something of value.
c) Cultur'vate - Growing, fostering something (with the emphasis on culture).
d) Discover - Finding out something new, extending awareness, discovering mehrwert (German for intrinsic prime value).
e) Exchange - Creating value via the interaction with others.
f) Flove - Through the flux of good energies, feel'able positive relationships, financial energy, fostering trust / goodwill and "love" in all its
flavours.
More information about valuRing: https://valuRing.org.

3 Core groups

Where
orgs: Organisations
cultis: Cultures for r2 orientated world
coverse: The conscious universe for sharing experience, alma.
gaia: The conscious Earth
atlantis°: The conscious society, the conscious world.

4 Core value creation

-- end --

